Training Workshops – Cyprus and Romania!
The two training workshops for entrepreneurs took place in May in Romania (Brasov) and Cyprus (Nicosia)
and aimed to join managers and company´s owners to share experiences and challenges of managing their
companies in their own countries, Cyprus, Portugal, Slovenia and Romania. The training workshops
combined practical experience at transnational level of the entrepreneurs, in order to give them the
opportunity to participate to the exchange of experience, to see new models of business, to develop
business relationships and even partnerships between the trainees.
The training program developed under MultiEnt Project was very successful and the workshops, the visits to
organisations and entrepreneurship centres, and the discussions among the new entrepreneurs brought a
lot of benefits, new ideas and collaborations between the participants.
Click here and see the video!

Testimonials from the training workshop in Brasov,
Romania

Christopher Nilsson: „No matter the country or culture, we all have similar challenges on starting a
business or make it grow. Sharing the experience was the best lessons learned“
Andreas Papanastasiou: The visit to ELMAS showed a unique organizational structure. Cyprus- Portugal
mixed teams business plan creation“
Filipe Quendera: „The sharing of experience from all the business owners was a very important part, it
shows how they conquer the success and all the advices they gave to us“
Konstantinos Pantazis: „Something I observed was that soft skills are very important everywhere. Equally
important lesson for me was that business should make an environment in which everyone feels like in a
family“
Ana Mafalda: „Make your team feel as part of the business, as a family member.“
Ricardo Joaquim: „We need to try every method to explain an idea. Pitching is important to attract investors
and we need to catch their attention, so preparing to pitch is very important. Learn with experience.“

Find all the support materials in our website
You can visit our website and see all training materials and support information we developed to
entrepreneurs and managers HERE:

